LINERO

DESIGNED
FOR PRECISION
Everything about LINERO is precise — from the slim housing profile
to the functional distribution options. The slender architectural form
ensures consistent, even radiance on every surface, no matter which
distribution you specify. Choose from two minimalistic profiles and
one of three standard distribution options, or create a custom direct
and indirect output combination with the dual source housing.
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LINERO perfectly sculpts
the light it produces while
staying extremely efficient in
any configuration.

LOOKING
FOR
PERFORMANCE?
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LINERO is available in a single source or dual source configuration.
The single source housing is available in three standard optical
arrangements: 100%, 70%, or 40% downlight. The dual source
housing can be specified exactly how you need it to function and is
available in standard configurations found on the specification sheets.

L6DI-A-40-840HO
40% Direct, 60%Indirect
Lumens/ft 850
Lumens/watt 151.7

L6DI-A-70-840
70% Direct, 30% Indirect
Lumens/ft 600
Lumens/watt 103

L6DI-A-BW-840VHO-840VHO
Dual Output, Batwing Indirect
Lumens/ft
Direct - 1250, Indirect - 1250
Lumens/watt 99.6

The engineered optics, unique for each housing size and distribution
option, allow for extraordinary control when it comes to the precise
formation of the light in a space.

included in our SmartSolutions offering. See the
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Spec Sheet for the most up to date selections.
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LINERO fixtures are SmartEnabled™ for sensors

JOINING
Available in 4’, 6’, and 8’ individual
fixtures, LINERO is field joinable,
which allows for quick, easy
installation to create a balanced
look with linear runs.

MOUNTING
Both LINERO 6 and 8 can be
specified with single AC Cable
mounting or a wall mount bracket
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to keep the look consistent in
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every application.
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